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Abstract. Relativisation involves dependencies which, although
unbounded, are constrained with respect to certain island domains. The
Lambek calculus L can provide a very rudimentary account of relativisation limited to unbounded peripheral extraction; the Lambek calculus
with bracket modalities Lb can further condition this account according
to island domains. However in naı̈ve parsing/theorem-proving by backward chaining sequent proof search for Lb the bracketed island domains,
which can be indefinitely nested, have to be specified in the linguistic input. In realistic parsing word order is given but such hierarchical bracketing structure cannot be assumed to be given. In this paper we show
how parsing can be realised which induces the bracketing structure in
backward chaining sequent proof search with Lb.
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Introduction

Relativisation involves dependencies which can be medial as well as peripheral
and which, although unbounded, are constrained with respect to certain island
domains; furthermore these unbounded dependencies can be multiple, or parasitic, in a way which appears to depend on islands. The Lambek calculus L
of Lambek 1958 [9] can provide a very rudimentary account of relativisation
limited to unbounded peripheral extraction; the Lambek calculus with bracket
modalities Lb of Morrill 1992 [13] and Moortgat 1995 [11] can further condition
this account according to island domains; and the Lambek calculus with bracket
modalities and universal subexponential Lb! (after Girard 1987 [3]) accommodates furthermore medial and parasitic extraction (Morrill 2017 [14]). However
in naı̈ve parsing/theorem-proving by backward chaining sequent proof search
for Lb and Lb! the bracketed island domains, which can be indefinitely nested,
have to be specified in the linguistic input. In realistic parsing word order is
given but such hierarchical bracketing structure cannot be assumed to be given.
In this paper we show how parsing can be realised which induces the bracketing
structure in backward chaining sequent proof search for Lb.

1.1

Relativisation

Relativisation is an unbounded dependency construction; the distance between
a relative pronoun (filler) and the position it binds (gap) can be unboundedly
long:
(1) a. the man thati Mary loves ei
b. the man thati John thinks Mary loves ei
c. the man thati Suzy knows John thinks Mary loves ei
..
.
Some domains are islands to relativisation and cannot be penetrated by the fillergap (extraction) dependency, for example adverbial phrases are weak islands
(extraction is semi-acceptable) and relative clauses themselves are strong islands
(extraction is unacceptable):
(2) a. ?the paper thati John laughed [without reading ei ]
b. (?)the paper thati John went to Paris [without reading ei ]
c. *the waitress thati John saw the man [that married ei ]
Relativisation can be medial:
(3) the contract thati John signed ei yesterday
And although islands block singleton extractions, relativisation can have a parasitic gap in a weak island dependent on a non-island host gap:
(4) the paper thati John filed ei [without reading ei ]
Such parasitic gaps can also appear in subjects, which are weak islands:
(5) a. ??the man thati [the friends of ei ] laughed
b. the man thati [the friends of ei ] praised ei
A single host gap can license parasitic gaps in multiple islands; for example:
(6) the paper thati [the editor of ei ] filed ei [without reading ei ]
In this paper we give an account in terms of the Lambek calculus with bracket
modalities Lb of the data of (1–2). We provide a calculus and consider a bracketinducing parsing/theorem-proving algorithm. We illustrate this algorithm on an
example of a lexical grammar for a small fragment of English. The input of
this algorithm is just a string (linearly ordered sequence of words), without
any bracketing information. The job of the algorithm is to induce (guess) the
correct placement of brackets, as well as to derive the resulting Lb sequent. The
algorithm relies on the assignment of types drawn from the lexical grammar.
In Section 6 we discuss the complexity of our algorithm, in comparison with
both a naı̈ve approach with brute-force guessing of the correct bracketing and
the pseudo-polynomial algorithm for theorem-proving (but not parsing) in Lb
presented in our earlier paper [5].

As for examples (3–6), their parsing involves Lb!, the extension of Lb with
the universal exponential modality, which is beyond the scope of the present
paper. For Lb!, the derivability problem in general is algorithmically undecidable [7]. A practically useful fragment, however, guarded by the so-called bracket
non-negative condition, was shown to be decidable [17] and to belong to the NP
complexity class [7]. In other words, despite undecidability of the whole calculus,
practical parsing with Lb! has the same complexity as for Lb without the exponential. We hope to extend the results presented here from Lb to Lb! (restricted
by the bracket non-negative condition) in a subsequent paper.
Our analysis of linguistic examples in this paper follows Morrill 2011 [20]
and Morrill 2017 [14]. This paper’s purposes are mostly technical. Namely, we
present an approach that allows the parsing algorithm for Lb to induce open and
closed “symbolic” brackets by itself and therefore avoid requesting this information (which is not part of the actual text in natural language) from the user.
Therefore, we refrain from deep discussions of the design of the lexical grammar
itself and its empirical justification. In particular, we leave beyond the scope of
this paper the subtle issues of semi-grammaticality [20, Sect. 5.4] of extraction
from weak islands; see, for instance, examples (2b) and (5a). For such examples,
Morrill 2011 [20, Sect. 5.4] suggests including further structural rules that allow
some violation of bracketing, but with a cost for such. The number of applications of such rules is supposed to be counted, and the more times they are
used the less grammatical the target sentence is considered. The modification of
the algorithm described in this paper to allow such rules is a topic for further
investigation.

1.2

Lambek Calculus with Bracket Modalities

The set Tp of types of the Lambek calculus with bracket modalities Lb is defined
in terms of a set P of primitive types as follows:
Tp ::= P | h iTp | [ ]−1 Tp | Tp•Tp | Tp\Tp | Tp/Tp
A configuration Config is a well-bracketed string of types:
Config
::= TreeTerm | Config, Config
TreeTerm ::= Tp | [Config]
Note that this definition builds in “Lambek’s restriction” whereby configurations
(and bracketed configurations) are non-empty. Lambek’s restriction, even in the
fragment without brackets, is motivated linguistically; otherwise we could derive
the sequent (CN/CN )/(CN/CN ), CN ⇒ CN , validating grammatically incorrect phrases like “very book” (compare with “very interesting book”, parsed as
(CN/CN )/(CN/CN ), CN/CN, CN ⇒ CN ). In this paper, Lambek’s restriction is crucial for the construction to work (see Section 5).
A sequent is an expression of the form Config ⇒ Tp.

1.3

Sequent Calculus for Lb

Let ∆(Γ ) signify a structure ∆ with a distinguished substructure Γ . The sequent
calculus for Lb is as follows:

P ⇒P

Γ ⇒A

id

∆(Γ ) ⇒ B

∆(A) ⇒ B
−1

∆([[ ]

A]) ⇒ B

∆([A]) ⇒ B

∆(A, B) ⇒ D
∆(A•B) ⇒ D

•L

[∆] ⇒ h iB
∆⇒A

[ ]−1 R

h iR
Γ ⇒B

∆, Γ ⇒ A•B

∆(C) ⇒ D

∆(C) ⇒ B

∆(Γ, A\C) ⇒ B

∆ ⇒ [ ]−1 B
∆⇒B

∆(C/B, Γ ) ⇒ D
Γ ⇒A

Cut

[∆] ⇒ B

[ ]−1 L

h iL

∆(h iA) ⇒ B

Γ ⇒B

∆(A) ⇒ B

Γ, B ⇒ C
/L

Γ ⇒ C/B
A, Γ ⇒ C

\L

Γ ⇒ A\C

•R

/R

\R

Moortgat 1995 [11] shows that this calculus enjoys Cut-elimination: that every
theorem has a Cut-free proof. We omit Cut in what follows.
1.4

Grammar

Consider the micro-Lb lexical grammar in Figure 1 whereby weak islands are
singly bracketed and strong islands doubly bracketed. For example, (1a) is derived as follows:
N ⇒N
h iR
[N ] ⇒ h iN

S⇒S

CN ⇒ CN

CN ⇒ CN

\L
N ⇒N

[N ], h iN \S ⇒ S
/L

[N ], (h iN \S)/N, N ⇒ S
/R
[N ], (h iN \S)/N ⇒ S/N

\L
CN, CN\CN ⇒ CN
CN, [[ ]−1 (CN\CN)] ⇒ CN

[ ]−1 L

CN, [[[ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)]] ⇒ CN

CN, [[[ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)/(S/N ), [N ], (h iN \S)/N ]] ⇒ CN

[ ]−1 L
/L

Examples (2a–c) are blocked because the bracket modalities require the island bracketings indicated below, which prevent the hypothetical subtype of
the relative pronoun from associating into the object positions of “reading” and
“married” respectively. We discuss example (2a) in detail in Subsection 5.3.

ate: (h iN \S)/N
built: (h iN \S)/N
cat: CN
contract: CN
dog: CN
editor: CN/PP
filed: (h iN \S)/N
friends: CN/PP
house: CN
in: [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/N
Jack: N
John: N
killed: (h iN \S)/N
knows: (h iN \S)/S
laughed: h iN \S
lay: h iN \S
loves: (h iN \S)/N
malt: CN
man: CN
married: (h iN \S)/N
Mary: N
paper: CN
Paris: N
praised: (h iN \S)/N
rat: CN
reading: (h iN \S)/N
saw: (h iN \S)/N
signed: (h iN \S)/N
Suzy: N
that: [ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)/(h iN \S)
that: [ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)/(S/N )
the: N/CN
thinks: (h iN \S)/S
to: PP/N
waitress: CN
went: (h iN \S)/PP
without: [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S)
worried: (h iN \S)/N
yesterday: (h iN \S)\(h iN \S)

Fig. 1. Lexical grammar

2

Inducing Brackets

The general strategy will be to represent symbolic half-brackets in the input by
variables for which the flow of information is propagation from endsequent to
axiom leaves and instantiation from axiom leaves to endsequent. Thus we need
a coding of brackets which represents the terminal yield of sequents in terms of
open and closed “symbolic” half-brackets which are uninstantiated bottom up.
Such antecedents are of the pattern:
(Onset Tp Offset)+
where Onset is of the form [*, Tp is a type, and Offset is of the form ]*. This
formulation builds in Lambek’s restriction whereby there must be at least one
type in an antecedent and within brackets.
We represent Onsets and Offsets by lists of zeros; the length of the list is
the number of brackets. For example, [[[ is coded [0, 0, 0], ] is coded [0] and no
brackets are coded by the empty list [] (∅).6
A symbolically bracketed antecedent ∆ is well-bracketed (is a BI-Config), if
it is the case that at every point of ∆, the sum of all Onsets to the left of this
point is greater or equal than the sum of all Offsets to the left of this point, and
that for the whole ∆ these two sums are equal.
In the following section we present the bracket inducing rules.

3

Bracket Inducing Rules

Regarding notation, in bracket inducing BI-Lb rules, we use ∆ (and also ∆1 ,
∆2 ) for sequences starting with an Onset F and ending with an Offset G, and
Ω for sequences starting and ending with types (in particular, just a singleton
type is also an Ω).
All rules have a premise-to-conclusion property by which all sequents generated have well-bracketed antecedents. Fragments of the antecedent, however,
are not necessarily well-bracketed: in a sequent of the form ∆1 , ∆, ∆2 ⇒ B an
opening bracket in ∆1 could have its corresponding closing bracket in ∆2 , and in
this case ∆1 and ∆2 are not well-bracketed. Also recall that we are working with
a Cut-free version of Lb, therefore the Cut rule is not included in the BI-Lb
calculus.
Identity axiom:
∅, P, ∅ ⇒ P
6

id

We use this notation because it prefigures a planned future extension to exponentials
in which onsets are coded by lists of naturals representing the size of so-called stoups;
the zeros in the coding of Lb essentially mean that here all stoups are empty.

Bracket modalities:
∆1 , F, A, G, ∆2 ⇒ B
∆1 , F ⊕[0], [ ]−1 A, [0]⊕G, ∆2 ⇒ B
∆1 , F ⊕[0], A, [0]⊕G, ∆2 ⇒ B
∆1 , F, h iA, G, ∆2 ⇒ B

[0]⊕F, Ω, G⊕[0] ⇒ B

[ ]−1 L

[ ]−1 R

F, Ω, G ⇒ [ ]−1 B
F, Ω, G ⇒ B

h iL

[0]⊕F, Ω, G⊕[0] ⇒ h iB

h iR

Lambek connectives: the original Lambek rules should also be modified in
order to include the new bracket induction mechanism, as shown below.
∆1 , F, A, ∅, ∅, B, G, ∆2 ⇒ D
∆1 , F, A•B, G, ∆2 ⇒ D
F1 , Ω, G1 ⇒ B

∆1 , F2 , C, G2 , ∆2 ⇒ D

∆1 , F2 , C/B, ∅, F1 , Ω, G1 ⊕G2 , ∆2 ⇒ D
F1 , Ω, G1 ⇒ A

∆1 , F2 , C, G2 , ∆2 ⇒ D

∆1 , F2 ⊕F1 , Ω, G1 , ∅, A\C, G2 , ∆2 ⇒ D

4

∆1 ⇒ A

•L

∆2 ⇒ B

∆1 , ∆2 ⇒ A•B
/L

\L

∆, ∅, B, ∅ ⇒ C
∆ ⇒ C/B
∅, A, ∅, ∆ ⇒ C
∆ ⇒ A\C

•R

/R

\R

Correctness

We define a translation # : Config → BI-Config in terms of injective functions
#(0∗ , 0∗ ) : Config → BI-Config as follows:
(7) a. #(∆) = #(∅, ∅)(∆)
b. #(F, G)(P ) = F, P, G
#(F, G)([∆]) = #(F ⊕[0], [0]⊕G)(∆)
#(F, G)(Γ, ∆) = #(F, ∅)(Γ ), #(∅, G)(∆)
Then we have the following:
(8) Proposition (BI completeness)
`Lb Γ ⇒ A

=⇒

`BI-Lb #(Γ ) ⇒ A

Proof. Trivial induction on derivation in Lb.

Q.E.D.

(9) Lemma (BI soundness)
`Lb Γ ⇒ A

⇐= `BI-Lb #(Γ ) ⇒ A

Proof. First we show, by induction on derivation in BI-Lb, that if `BI-Lb
∆ ⇒ A, then ∆ = #(Γ ) for some Γ ∈ Config; in particular, that ∆ is wellbracketed in the sense of Section 2. In the only non-trivial induction steps, those
of /L and \L, the well-bracketedness of the antecedent in the conclusion follows

from the fact that the antecedent of the minor (left) premise is contiguous in the
antecedent of the conclusion. Second, we prove the soundness lemma itself, also
by induction on the derivation of #(Γ ) ⇒ A in BI-Lb. Again, the non-trivial
case here is the branching rule, /L, for example. Here we use the above consideration to establish the fact that both premises are actually #-translations of
some Lb sequents. After that, the instance of /L in BI-Lb transforms into an
instance of the corresponding rule in Lb.
Q.E.D.
(10) Theorem (BI correctness)
`Lb Γ ⇒ A

⇐⇒

`BI-Lb #(Γ ) ⇒ A

Proof. By BI soundness and BI completeness.

Q.E.D.

Notice that throughout this section Fi ’s and Gi ’s in BI-Lb derivations are
ground terms of the form [0, 0, . . . , 0] or ∅ (representing constant natural numbers). Thus, BI-Lb is actually just an equivalent formulation of Lb, and no real
bracket induction is taking place yet. In the next section, we treat Fi ’s and Gi ’s
as variables, whose values are not yet known when we start the proof search.

5
5.1

Parsing
Bracket-Inducing Proof-Search and Parsing

The usual parsing procedure using a categorial grammar works as follows. Using
a lexical grammar, such as that of Figure 1, we assign types to words of a string,
and these types form the left-hand side of the sequent we are going to derive. The
right-hand side is a fixed type, usually primitive, like S for “sentence,” for example. If the sequent is derivable, the string is considered valid, and, moreover,
we can extract some semantic information from the proof via Curry–Howard
correspondence (see [12]). This works perfectly well when antecedents are just
linearly ordered lists of formulae (for example, with the “pure” Lambek calculus). With brackets, the situation becomes more involved. Now left-hand sides
of sequents also include the bracketing structure. In the naı̈ve generalisation
of the Lambek-style parsing procedure to Lb-grammars, the bracketing structure should be provided to the parsing algorithm along with the input string and
the lexical grammar. For example, since in our lexicon transitive verbs have type
(h iN \S)/N (the subject forms a weak island), one needs to provide “[John] loves
Mary” instead of just “John loves Mary” as the input string for the algorithm.
The parser/theorem-prover CatLog3 of Morrill 2017 [15] currently depends on
being provided with such bracketing structure in the input. A real natural language string, however, does not come with any brackets. Thus, the more appropriate formulation of the parsing problem involves an existential quantifier over
possible bracketings. A string is considered valid if the sequent constructed from
the corresponding types is derivable in Lb for some bracketing.
More formally, a string s is of type A according to a grammar if and only
if it has a factorization s = w1 +w2 + · · · +wn such that w1 : A1 , w2 : A2 , . . . , and
wn : An are in the grammar lexicon and the following is derivable in BI-Lb:

(11) F1 , A1 , G1 , F2 , A2 , G2 , . . . , Fn , An , Gn ⇒ A
for some values of F1 , G1 , F2 , G2 , . . . , Fn , Gn . (Recall that Fi and Gi are
natural numbers, but written in the form [0, 0, . . . , 0], linearly bounded by the
total length of the sequent.)
Notice that Lambek’s non-emptiness restriction is crucial here. It guarantees
that every pair of brackets has at least one formula inside, thus brackets are
well-organised: in the beginning of the sequent there is [[. . . [ (corresponding to
F1 ), in the end ] . . .]] (corresponding to Gn ), and between two formulae ] . . .][. . . [
(corresponding to Gi , Fi+1 ). Without Lambek’s restriction, a more weird behaviour is possible. For example, the sequent s/h i(p/p) → s becomes derivable,
but only with the following bracketing: s/h i(p/p), [ ] → s, which does not map
to a BI sequent of the form (11), and thus would not be found by the algorithm
we describe below.
The proof search procedure using bracket induction works as follows. We start
with a sequent with no brackets placed, A1 , . . . , An ⇒ A, and insert variables for
symbolic brackets: F1 , A1 , G1 , F2 , A2 , G2 , . . . , Fn , An , Gn ⇒ A. Then we do proof
search from the goal sequent to axiom leaves, annotating each rule application
with side effects, which are equations on Fi ’s and Gi ’s. For each new sequent, we
introduce new fresh variables in the places where bracketing is altered, or put ∅,
where the rule postulates that there should be no bracketing. Symbolic brackets
in the context are just copied upwards. The rules of BI-Lb are annotated with
side effects as follows (side effect annotations are placed on the right of the rules):
Identity axiom:
F =∅
G
=∅
F, P, G ⇒ P
Rules for bracket modalities:
∆1 , F 0 , A, G0 , ∆2 ⇒ B

F 0 , Ω, G0 ⇒ B

F = F 0 ⊕ [0]
0
∆1 , F, [ ]−1 A, G, ∆2 ⇒ B G = G ⊕ [0]

F ⊕ [0] = F 0
0
F, Ω, G ⇒ [ ]−1 B G ⊕ [0] = G

∆1 , F 0 , A, G0 , ∆2 ⇒ B F ⊕ [0] = F 0
0
∆1 , F, h iA, G, ∆2 ⇒ B G ⊕ [0] = G

F 0 , Ω, G0 ⇒ B F = F 0 ⊕ [0]
0
F, Ω, G ⇒ h iB G = G ⊕ [0]

Lambek rules:
∆1 , F, A, ∅, ∅, B, G, ∆2 ⇒ D
∆1 , F, A•B, G, ∆2 ⇒ D
F1 , Ω, G01 ⇒ B

∆1 ⇒ A

∆2 ⇒ B

∆1 , ∆2 ⇒ A•B

∆, ∅, B, ∅ ⇒ C
∆1 , F2 , C, G02 , ∆2 ⇒ D G1 = ∅
0
0
G2 = G1 ⊕ G2
∆ ⇒ C/B
∆1 , F2 , C/B, G1 , F1 , Ω, G2 , ∆2 ⇒ D
and symmetrically for \. The rules without annotations have no side effects.
The proof search procedure yields a tree which we call pre-derivation. In
the pre-derivation, instead of constant ground terms (natural numbers) we use
variables or ∅’s. On the other hand, the pre-derivation is annotated by side-effect
equations that allow computing the ground terms for symbolic brackets.

The side effect equations are actually very simple: on the left-hand side we
have either a term with only one occurrence of a symbolic bracket variable from
the conclusion of the rule application, or just a ground term, if there was a ∅.
The right-hand side includes variables from the premises. Thus, once the tree is
constructed upto axioms, the algorithm tries to resolve side effects going backwards (from axiom leaves to the goal sequent). For axiom leaves, the symbolic
bracket variables receive the zero (∅) value, and then we recursively go down.
At each step we either evaluate the new variable in the conclusion, or, if there
was a ∅, check whether the right-hand side of the equation (which is already
computed) is also ∅.
Sometimes the side effect equations could be non-satisfiable. For example, for
the sequent P ⇒ [ ]−1 P , which is not derivable under any bracket assignment,
we have F1 , P, G1 ⇒ [ ]−1 P , and after applying [ ]−1 R (which is the only possible
rule here) we get F2 , P, G2 ⇒ P with side effects F2 = F1 ⊕[0] and G2 = F1 ⊕[0].
On the other side, we have F2 = G2 = ∅ from the axiom, which gives a nonsatisfiable equation F1 ⊕ [0] = ∅ (recall that Fi and Gi should always be nonnegative integers).
Another, more sophisticated and linguistically relevant example is given in
Subsection 5.3.
Therefore, even when a pre-derivation is obtained, we still have to resolve the
side-effects; fortunately, this can be done in linear time and does not substantially
slow down the proof search process. If resolving of side effects succeeds, variables
get replaced with ground terms (natural numbers), obtaining a derivation (in the
standard sense) in BI-Lb. By Theorem (10), this yields derivability of the original
sequent, with some brackets assigned, in Lb. If resolving side-effects failed, the
algorithm continues the proof search.
Correctness of the bracket-inducing proof search algorithm is justified by the
following theorem, whose proof is straightforward.
(12) Theorem. For a sequent of the form F1 , A1 , G1 , . . . , Fn , An , Gn ⇒ A, in
which Fi and Gj are variables, the algorithm described above yields all BI-Lb
derivations of all instances of this sequents with ground terms (natural numbers) substituted for these variables. (In particular, it returns “not derivable”
if there are no such derivations.)
5.2

A Positive Example

In this subsection we run our bracket-inducing proof search algorithm on the
common noun group in (1a), “man that Mary loves.” In order to show that it is
of type CN, if we prove the following in the BI-Lb calculus:
(13)

F1 , CN, G1 , F2 , [ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)/(S/N ), G2 , F3 , N, G3 ,
F4 , (h iN \S)/N, G4 ⇒ CN

The following pre-derivation is annotated with side effects at axiom leaves and
rules. The goal sequent (13) above is pre-derived using /L from two sequents with

the following pre-derivations (we omit side effects that are trivially satisfied, like
∅ = ∅ ⊕ ∅):
F11 , N, G9 ⇒ N
F5 , N, G3 ⇒ h iN
∅, N, ∅ ⇒ N

F11 = ∅
G9 = ∅
F5 = [0]⊕F11
G3 = G9 ⊕[0]

F6 = ∅
F6 , S, ∅ ⇒ S

F3 , N, G3 , F4 , h iN \S, ∅ ⇒ S

F4 = ∅
F3 = F6 ⊕F5

G5 = ∅
F3 , N, G3 , F4 , (h iN \S)/N, G5 , ∅, N, ∅ ⇒ S
F3 , N, G3 , F4 , (h iN \S)/N, G5 ⇒ S/N

and
F9 = ∅
G8 = ∅
F8 = ∅
F1 = F10 ⊕F9
F1 , CN, G1 , F8 , CN\CN, G8 ⇒ CN
F7 = F8 ⊕[0]
G7 = [0]⊕G8
F1 , CN, G1 , F7 , [ ]−1 (CN\CN), G7 ⇒ CN
F2 = F7 ⊕[0]
G6 = [0]⊕G7
F1 , CN, G1 , F2 , [ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN), G6 ⇒ CN

F10 , CN, G1 ⇒ CN

F10 = ∅
G1 = ∅

F9 , CN, G8 ⇒ CN

The side-effects for the lowermost application of /L, which yields the goal
sequent (13), are G2 = ∅ and G4 = G5 ⊕ G6 .
Using side effects, the algorithm computes the bracketings from leaves to root
as follows:
F11 = G9 = F6 = F10 = G1 = F9 = G8 = ∅
F5 = [0] ⊕ F11 = [0] ⊕ ∅ = [0]
G3 = G9 ⊕ [0] = ∅ ⊕ [0] = [0]
F8 = F4 = G5 = ∅
F1 = F10 ⊕ F9 = ∅ ⊕ ∅ = ∅
F3 = F6 ⊕ F5 = ∅ ⊕ [0] = [0]
F7 = F8 ⊕ [0] = ∅ ⊕ [0] = [0]
G7 = [0] ⊕ G8 = [0] ⊕ ∅ = [0]
F2 = F7 ⊕ [0] = [0] ⊕ [0] = [0, 0]
G6 = [0] ⊕ G7 = [0] ⊕ [0] = [0, 0]
G2 = ∅
G4 = G5 ⊕ G6 = ∅ ⊕ [0, 0] = [0, 0]

and establishes the fact that the following sequent (with ground terms substituted for symbolic bracket variables) is derivable in BI-Lb:
∅, CN, ∅, [0, 0], [ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)/(S/N ), ∅, [0], N, [0], ∅, (h iN \S)/N, [0, 0] ⇒ CN.
This sequent corresponds to the following Lb-sequent:
CN, [[[ ]−1 [ ]−1 (CN\CN)/(S/N ), [N ], (h iN \S)/N ]] ⇒ CN
and the following bracketing of the CN group: “man [[ that [Mary] loves ]].”
5.3

A Negative Example

In this section we run the bracket-inducing proof search to invalidate (2a), “the
paper that John laughed without reading”. In order to make the reasoning

shorter, we focus on the central part, namely, we show that the dependent clause
“John laughed without reading” is not of type S/N . The natural bracketing for
this dependent clause would be “[John] laughed [without reading]” (the subject
and the without-clause form weak islands), and one can see that the corresponding sequent, according to the lexicon from Figure 1,
[N ], h iN \S, [ [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S), (h iN \S)/N ] ⇒ S/N
is not derivable in Lb, since the N which comes from the right-hand side appears
outside the bracketed weak island and cannot penetrate the brackets.
Using our bracket-inducing proof search procedure, we establish a stronger
fact that there exists no bracketing for which the sequent saying that “John
laughed without reading” is of type S/N could be derivable in Lb.
We shall do proof search in the BI-Lb calculus for the following:
(14)

F1 , N, G1 , F2 , h iN \S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S), G3 ,
F4 , (h iN \S)/N, G4 ⇒ S/N

and show that it yields no derivation.
The basic idea here is that when the proof search comes to the application
of [ ]−1 L, there is always going to be ∅ on the right, thus the side effect for
[ ]−1 L would fail, and the pre-derivation will not become a real BI-Lb derivation.
Accurate justification of this idea requires exhaustive case analysis, which we
perform below.
A direct implementation of the algorithm (see Section 6) would do a complete
proof search. Here we make some optimisations. First we notice that the /R rule
is invertible, therefore we can apply it immediately:
(15)

F1 , N, G1 , F2 , h iN \S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S), G3 ,
F4 , (h iN \S)/N, G4 , ∅, N, ∅ ⇒ S

Second, we are going to use count invariants in order to reduce the number of
possible cases to be considered. Count invariants for the Lambek calculus were
introduced by van Benthem [2] and then extended to the calculi with brackets
and additive connectives [23] and universal exponential [8]. Here we use a very
weak form of the count invariant:
(16) Lemma. If a sequent is provable in Lb (or BI-Lb), then each primitive
type occurs in it an even number of times.
The proof is a straightforward induction on the derivation of the sequent.
On the top-level, there are three connectives, so we have three cases to consider.
Case 1. Apply /L to the long formula in the center of the sequent (15).
Notice that (h iN \S)/N and the rightmost N should both go to the left premise,
since otherwise it would violate the count invariant and therefore be a priori not
derivable. The side effect here is G3 = ∅, and the right premise is as follows
F1 , N, G1 , F2 , h iN \S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S)), ∅ ⇒ S.

For this very sequent, further proof search fails, since application of [ ]−1 L is not
possible, neither immediately, nor after applying \L to the formula on the left,
due to the rightmost ∅.
Case 2. Apply /L to the rightmost /. This yields a side effect G4 = ∅ and
the (interesting) right premise is as follows:
F1 , N, G1 , F2 , h iN \S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S),
G3 , F4 , h iN \S, ∅ ⇒ S
Applying /L to the central formula yields, as the right premise,
F1 , N, G1 , F2 , h iN \S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S)), ∅ ⇒ S
and again the ∅ on the right violates the side condition for [ ]−1 L, whenever it
gets applied.
Applying \L to the right formula makes further derivation impossible, since,
due to Lambek’s restriction, after that there will be no way to decompose the
central formula.
Finally, applying \L to the left formula gives
F10 , S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S), G3 , F4 , h iN \S, ∅ ⇒ S
and we do the same case analysis as above.
Case 3. Apply \L to the leftmost occurrence of \. The right premise is as
follows:
F10 , S, G2 , F3 , [ ]−1 ((h iN \S)\(h iN \S))/(h iN \S),
G3 , F4 , (h iN \S)/N, G4 , ∅, N, ∅ ⇒ S
and we proceed similarly to Cases 1 and 2.
This analysis shows that even if the proof search procedure for (14) successfully finishes at axiom links, resolving side effects fails when it comes across
the application of [ ]−1 L due to ∅ on the right. Therefore, “the paper that John
laughed without reading” does not receive type S/N for any bracketing.

6
6.1

Complexity Estimations
Bracket Induction vs. Generate-and-Test Brackets

The proof search algorithm with side-effects presented in the previous section,
still has exponential running time. In general, this is inevitable, due to the NPhardness of the original Lambek calculus [22]. However, the proof search with
bracket induction has a significant advantage in speed compared to a naı̈ve
approach where the algorithm searches for all possible bracketings by brute force
and does proof search independently for each sequent obtained in this way. More
precisely, non-determinism in parsing with Lb-based categorial grammar comes
from three sources:
1. non-unique type assignment (a lexical item can have several different types),

2. bracketing,
3. proof search.
In the bracket induction approach presented in the present paper, the second
source above is handled together with the third one. Thus, our algorithm is
still exponential, but is also exponentially faster than the naı̈ve one. This makes
bracket induction applicable in practice, while attempts to implement brute force
bracket guessing fail to parse even simple sentences in reasonable time. An implementation of our parsing algorithm in Prolog, written by the first author, with
an example and runtime log showing execution times are available on GitHub:
https://github.com/skuzn/BI-Lb
The lower exponential bound on the running time of the bracket-inducing
proof search algorithm in the present paper comes from the fact that in the
Lambek calculus, even without brackets, there exist examples of sequents with
exponentially many derivations: P/P, . . . , P/P, P, P \P, . . . , P \P ⇒ P. Thus, if
we want to yield all possible derivations (parsings) for a sentence, even the
output length could be exponential, unless we represent it in a compressed way,
as in [21, 5]. The proof search algorithm yields all possible (pre-)derivations in
an uncompressed form, and therefore has exponential worst case running time.
6.2

Pseudo-polynomial Approaches

The more subtle question is the comparison of the bracket-inducing parsing
procedure presented here with the pseudo-polynomial algorithm for Lb presented
in our earlier paper [5].
Despite the Lambek calculus being NP-hard [22], Pentus [21] noticed that
the complexity essentially comes from complicated types used in the lexicon. He
presented a polynomial-time parsing algorithm [21] for Lambek grammars where
complexity of all types in the lexicon is bounded. More precisely, the running
time of Pentus’ algorithm is a polynomial of n and 2d , where n is the length of
the input and d is a complexity measure of types. For simplicity, one can think
of d as just the maximal size of a type in the lexicon. Pentus’ algorithm is based
on proof nets and dynamic programming.
In [5], using the method of Pentus [21], we have presented an algorithm for
checking derivability in the Lambek calculus with brackets7 . However, unlike
Pentus’ algorithm, our algorithm in [5] is only a theorem-prover, not a parser.
That is, the algorithm from [5] does not account for lexical ambiguity, where several types are assigned to one word. Adding this extra level of non-determinism
could make running time exponential.
Another, more serious issue is connected with the deep nesting of brackets.
The time complexity estimation in [5] is a polynomial of n, 2d , and nb , where
n is the input length, d is the complexity measure of types in the lexicon, and
b is the maximum depth of nested brackets. Thus, the algorithm would run in
7

In contrast to the present paper, the calculus in [5] allows empty antecedents, but
imposing the Lambek’s restriction there is quite straightforward.

polynomial time only if both d and b are bound by constants. Unfortunately, in
linguistic practice this holds for d, but not for b.
The counter-examples come from well-known phrases with nested dependent
clauses, like “the dog that worried the cat that killed the rat that ate the malt
that lay in the house that Jack built.” The natural bracketing here is as follows
(dependent clauses form strong islands, and the subject ‘Jack’ is a weak one):
“the dog [[ that worried the cat [[ that killed the rat [[ that ate the malt [[ that
lay in the house [[ that [Jack] built ]] ]] ]] ]] ]].” Here b is linear w.r.t. input length
(b = αn for some constant α), which yields exponential (≥ nαn ) running time
for the algorithm from [5].
There also exists a shallow bracketing for this phrase: “... the cat [[ that
killed the rat ]] [[ that ate the malt ]] ...” Parsing with this shallow bracketing,
however, yields another reading: “the cat ate the malt” rather than the more
natural “the rat ate the malt.” Thus, if we restrict our algorithm by imposing a
constant bound on the value of b, we can still justify the phrase as grammatically
correct, but we lose some of its readings, which is undesired.
The b parameter being linear w.r.t. n, the algorithm from [5] runs exponentially, as does the algorithm presented in the present paper. The advantage of
this latter is that it does not require bracketing to be passed as an input along
with the sentence itself.
The question whether there exists an algorithm for Lb with the running time
being a polynomial of n and 2d (without nb in the complexity estimation) is an
open problem.

7

Future Work

In order to make the presentation as clear as possible, in this paper we have
discussed bracket induction on a very small fragment of type-logical grammar,
based on the pure Lambek calculus augmented with brackets and bracket modalities. In the future we are planning to extend this approach to broader calculi, including additive connectives [4], discontinuous operations [16, 19], and
the (sub)exponential modality for medial and parasitic extraction [17]. For the
latter, the whole calculus is undecidable [7], so proof search is possible only
in a restricted fragment [17, 7]. Moreover, we are planning to optimise parsing
with bracket induction using count invariant heuristics [2, 23, 8] and focusing
techniques [1, 10, 18, 6], with necessary modifications for the BI calculi.
Implementing bracket induction in CatLog would allow the system to process raw sentences in natural language, not asking the user for extra structural
information (bracketing). Being almost as effective as standard proof search, the
proof search procedure with bracket induction would not slow down the parsing
workflow. Unfortunately, the running time is still exponential. In the previous
section we have discussed why the pseudo-polynomial algorithm for the Lambek
calculus with brackets presented in [5] is still not enough to build a polynomialtime version of CatLog. The interesting open question here is whether there is
an algorithm for parsing in Lb with polynomial runtime for bounded type com-

plexity but unbounded bracket nesting depth, or there is NP-hardness arising
from deeply nested brackets even with shallow types.
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